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CARPA 3. Proceeding. 

Åsa Unander-Scharin and Carl Unander-Scharin. (Both authors are first author)

Sensory Digital Intonation. The impact of artistic intuition and experience when fine-tuning 

digital artefacts. 

In a series of works, the authors have in a collaborative process created artworks in the realm 

of technology-related choreography and opera. The technology developed in relation to the 

artworks ranges from robotics, sensors, motion capture, carry-on instruments, synthesis of 

movement and sound, interactive vocal art and video-art (Unander-Scharin et al., 2008, 2009, 

2011, 2012, 2013). The presentation was a combination of a lecture and a peformance probing 

the concept of Sensory Digital Intonation in relation to four digital art-works -  Robocygne, 

The Charged Room, The Throat III and The Virtual Viola da Gamba . Videos of the first two 

can be seen at http://www.operamecatronica.com while the two latter were performed live, 

and can be seen as a documentation at the webpage http://www.electronic-opera.com/

carpa2013

When combining evolving technology with artistic ideas, there is always the danger of 

emphasizing the more technological aspects of the development work and to be constrained 

by the demands and the limits of technology. When an artistic vision is guiding the emerging 

artefact, the object is to take the outcome beyond merely commanding and controlling the 

matter. 

With the concept of Sensory Digital Intonation we want to highlight how the fine-tuning of 

technologies and real time interactivity relate to artistic concerns and creativity. In our artistic 

practice, the seminal development work takes place in a process where artistic intuition and 

experience continuously influence the technological development and vice versa, a process 

that has similarities with what musicians call intonation. 

The word intonation is used both within phonology and in music. In phonology, intonation 

relates to the melodic content of speech, and in music intonation relates to the fine-tuning of 

tones within chords, voices and musical instruments - the real-time adjustment of pitch by 



musicians and ensembles when performing music. When a group of musicians are performing 

together, the constituent instruments and voices produce tones that in one way or another will 

form a body of sound. Each performer will situate her/his tones, in one way or another, by a 

very precise adjusting to the resulting overall sound – be it in the search for pure thirds, the 

search for a uniform unisono, or be it in search of cacophony. When relating to musical 

instruments, intonation may also signify the setting of a pre-set tuning of pitches and pitch-

tables  - as the pre-set tones of organs, pianos and synthesizers. 

Throughout the artistic practice of the authors and their collaborative works, the development 

phase that we now denominate Sensory Digital Intonation has evolved. In the presentation at 

Carpa 3, we elaborated on this and showed examples on how this practice has been evolving 

and how it is presently carried out.
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